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Where we are

TODAY

Investment markets are at present being

influenced by the macro ripples of a stuttering

global recovery, whilst also having to consider

the impact of a new tech-led sector of the

economy. Investors are needing to reframe

goals, expectations of return and the level of risk

they wish to impart upon their portfolios. This

upheaval has in many ways been a blessing for

the fine wine investment world. Whilst COVID

has had many awful and negative outcomes, it

has allowed fine wine to unequivocally

demonstrate what it can offer as an asset class.

One in which investors can combine interest and

a feeling of involvement with prudent and safe

financial action. 

Investors seeking an asset that will provide

defensive diversification and market-beating

returns, typically mutually exclusive, have

found them both in fine wine investment. This

realisation and confirmation over the past 20

years has led to a rapid increase in market

participants, and the overall value invested.
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Wine Investment

101

THE ENTWINING OF MACRO ECONOMICS AND WINE RESULTING IN AN EXPANSION

IN VALUE

With fine wine now better understood as an asset class, investors know it appeals to both head and

heart. You can own some of the most sought-after material products in the world and enjoy the

pleasures that come with it, safe in the knowledge that doing so has added financial stability to your

investment plans, unique within wider financial markets.

In theory, fine wine investment is underpinned by a simple

supply and demand imbalance. First, purchase a truly

exceptional case of wine, made in finite quantities.

Professionally store the case while the rest of the

production is consumed, which further exacerbates the

supply and demand imbalance. It is this imbalance

investors are looking to exploit, aiming to hold assets that

target excess demand as demonstrated on the next page.



HOW QUANTITY AND PRICE INTERACT AROUND DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

After several years, owners can then sell and enjoy the capital appreciation and tax exemptions from

what has become a very rare and sought after wine. Whilst it must be remembered that fine wine is a

financial market like any other, it is this simple supply and demand dynamic that underpins the market.

Simply put, shortage of supply, or excess of demand creates upward price pressure.
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WHAT MAKES A WINE TRULY EXCEPTIONAL?

Whilst over three billion cases of wine are produced each year, few qualify as fine wine and fewer still

constitute investment grade wine.

Although dominated by French wine, where quality production levels far exceed other countries,

investment grade wine is also evolving. Tuscany, Piedmont, and Napa all emerged during a 10 year

period to challenge the historical dominance of France.
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Market 

EVOLUTION

REGIONAL MARKET SHARE AND QUALITY MAINTENANCE AROUND THE WORLD

Wines that warrant consideration for investment sit at the very top echelon of quality. This 1% are

produced within tight parameters and are subject to stringent regulation. These regulations differ

from region to region but their overarching purpose has always been to limit over-expansion and ensure

a region’s reputation for excellence is maintained.

More recently this has been compounded by producers recognising the absolute value of true quality.

With transparent critic assessment available to all, production must consistently achieve its best each

year. Subsequently this pursuit of perfection has led to a production equilibrium to the benefit of

both investor and end consumer. This recognition has spread throughout the world's leading wine

regions allowing for an expansion in diversification options for the investor.

The rise of transparency within wine pertaining to

quality has had a multifaceted effect. It has driven

producers to work harder to produce better and

better wines. It has ensured regional bodies control

produce to ensure supply is capped. It has also

allowed investors and buyers further insight into

their product. All of which has driven confidence in

the product and pricing surrounding it, expanding

the market enormously. 



BIBO KNOWS
WHAT DRIVES
WINE PRICES
OVER T IME
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The

CRITERIA

When considering the price trajectory of a case

of wine and its suitability for selection in a

portfolio, a variety of factors need to be

addressed, with each carrying their own weight

and importance within the market. Not all wine is

made equal.

During wine investments infancy, a high-quality

wine produced by a well-known producer, from

an “on” vintage (a high-quality year for a region)

would have constituted a smart investment.

However, as the market has expanded and new

regions emerged, the data surrounding fine wine

has also increased exponentially. As such, a

basic level of assessment is no longer enough to

justify the purchase of a wine for investment.

When first reviewing a wine for investment, we

have identified 8 vectors that provide a

preliminary round of analysis to eliminate

unsuitable wines from our pool of options. This

initial rejection of wines tightens our pool and

allows us to focus on those cases that align with

our investment philosophy and a client’s goals. 

By individually evaluating wines within a

disciplined methodology, we are able to hone in

on those picks that deserve a closer look

amongst the swathes of options. Through a

quantitative approach to finding relative value,

we can interpret market information and find

inefficiencies and opportunities that enable

confident, accountable investment.
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The Core Eight

CRITERIA

Brand Power

Does this brand improve or impact

global liquidity? Does it provide a

premium above others in a region?

Could it create less of a focus on

quality in off vintages?

Region Vintage

How does this vintage compare within

the region’s history? Was it a low or

high volume vintage? How do the

critics feel about the vintage?

Drinking Window

Does this wine have the capacity to

age? Can this be traded for the

required investment window? Which

portion of the lifecycle is this wine in?

Critic Score

Is this an exemplary wine within its

own vertical history? How does it

perform against peers within the

vintage? Is this a high watermark

iteration?

Market Liquidity

Who does this wine appeal to on exit?

Will it sell at maximum price through

conventional routes, how long does a

sale normally take?

Price Volatility

Is this a wine where price

transparency is low? Is this prone to

volatility? How will this affect the

overall balance of a portfolio?

Production Volume

Low levels of production increases

scarcity immediately. High volumes

require higher levels of consumption

and distribution. How will this impact

price transparency?

Price History

Do all vintages rise together? Where

are the price ceilings relative to critic

scores? At what points in their life

cycles does the price plateau?

Th t i fl ti l



The impact of these variables will fluctuate

throughout the wine’s development and requires

constant qualitative reassessment. Overlaying the

current market sentiment and trends is key to

remaining proactive, and ensuring maximum

performance from your investment.

Successful curation of a portfolio requires a similar

approach to stocks and shares. Each wine can be

drastically different in composition and therefore the

eventual make-up of the portfolio can be impacted.

A careful consideration of how the sum of these

parts does or does not align with a client’s goals is

key throughout.
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What is

L IV-EX

The London International Vintners Exchange, Liv-

ex for short, is a business-to-business fine wine

trading platform. A wealth of data is available to

those in the trade, but we want to make sure you

know how to interpret it.

With over 560 members in 43 countries, all of

whom feed their transactional data into the

exchange, Liv-ex provides a real time statistical

backdrop to better inform our investment

decisions.

Updating close to 40,000 times daily, this data

allows Liv-ex members to review real time

pricing and a wealth of historic statistics,

ultimately bringing a level of transparency and

insight to wine pricing and global liquidity at

any given moment.

Liv-ex holds data on 110,000 products, known as

LWINs, and the exchange has a collective value

of over £100m in trading opportunities. It is this

sheer size that makes Liv-ex an invaluable tool

when it comes to understanding broad market

sentiment and identifying macro sector trends.

Liv-ex also utilises this breadth of data to create

market indices. The Liv-ex 100, an index

following the performance of the 100 most

sought-after wines, is now covered by

Bloomberg. This has allowed fine wine to be

considered and analysed alongside other

financial markets more than ever.
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With a multitude of criteria to consider we believe the more data you can review prior to purchase

the better. Subsequently, Liv-ex plays an important role within our fine wine investments.

The below decision tree shows the algorithmic logic used by the Liv-ex system to discern pricing.

The  algorithm is relatively thorough and effective for wines that have abundant listings and are

frequently traded through the exchange. However, without the correct volume and sources of data to

pull from, prices can become inaccurate.

This generally occurs with rare or illiquid wines that do not list or trade through Liv-ex regularly. Wines

that are not commonly listed by merchants also result in dated price data or incorrect aggregations.

The significance of this is in the ability for investment managers to misquote portfolio values. The Mid

Price can give a favourable impression of performance and ultimately mislead investors using the

social confidence associated with the Liv-ex brand.

At BiBO, we believe that everyone

should have access to free and

accurate market prices for their fine

wine. We also believe in radical

transparency. To this end, it is

important to understand the different

prices Liv-ex offer, as many merchants

and investment companies use

different ones.
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Wine as a 

PASSION ASSET
Veblen Goods Explained & The Demand
Curve

The rise of alternative assets in performance

and popularity has been meteoric. Investors

wish to yield more than performance from an

investment. Cultural development is now

demanding investment be interesting, impactful

or dare we say it—fun. Crypto and NFTs are

leading the charge for this new wave of

investing. 

Fine wine, whilst no longer a new kid on the

block, is an established and trusted avenue for

alternative investment. 

Within wine, combining profit and passion is a

proposition that, thanks to technological

access and transparency, no longer requires

hard work, just an internet connection and a

trusted broker. Private commodity investment is

growing with no signs of slowing thanks to

inflationary economic pressures.
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PAST AND FUTURE GROWTH IN VALUE AND WEIGHTING OF COMMODITIES

Stimulated by protracted market instability,

conjoined with the continuing loss of societal

trust in traditional money markets, a withdrawal

and redistribution of capital away from core

markets has become apparent. Private investors

are increasingly seeking to diversify their

holdings, with one of many desires to increase

their feeling of tangibility and solidity. 

Many investors are taking on some “moonshot

risk” in the topsy-turvy world of crypto, and

subsequently feel the increasing need to own

physical assets that can be easily verified and

checked to balance their portfolios. These

items impart that feeling of security and balance

upon a portfolio through their intrinsic value and

visibility.



RETURN VS. VOLATILITY REGISTERED BY ASSET TYPES SINCE 2005

This societal shift has seen “Passion Assets”, a subsection within alternative assets, achieve remarkable

returns and become an increasingly prevalent part of the modern-day investment portfolio. 

Investing no longer has to involve a bank manager and be reported by Reuters. Investing has evolved to

accommodate speculation on nearly anything! It's highly likely that, ten years ago, no one thought

limited edition Nike trainers would be selling for over £20,000. This shift in mindset has opened up and

driven new markets where the potential for gains dwarfs that of the central markets. 

All you need is a trustworthy guide and an appetite to learn as you go. The proof is in the performance.
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PASSION ASSETS PERFORMANCE OVER THE PAST 10 YEARS

The luxury items that constitute Passion Assets (fine wine, art and classic cars etc.), do not generate a

revenue stream in the traditional sense. Known as ‘Veblen Goods’, the market dynamics impacting

passion assets differs from the norm. It is in this difference where one of the most reassuring aspects of

the market lies. There are a huge number of societal factors driving value and protecting price against

downward pressure.



THE ATYPICAL PRICE PROJECTION OF VEBLEN GOODS VS. NORMAL GOODS

Demand for these items increases parallel to

their price, because of the perceived

connotations of prestige and status. This

creates a unique inverse demand curve which is

one of the fundamentals behind wine

investments success.

At BiBO, we believe that the financial traits of

both the asset and the wider market more than

match the passion that often drives the desire

for ownership. This is an investment into a

dynamic market with distinct drivers that can be 

harnessed for the betterment of your portfolio.

However it should be recognised that like other

more traditional investment markets, there are

plenty of ways to waste time and money by

investing poorly.

We believe in sharing our knowledge and the

logic behind our selection with our investors,

with information that can be referenced

through third-party sources for transparency.
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FINANCIAL
CHARACTERISTICS
OF WINE VS
TRADIT IONAL
ASSETS

Financial
CHARACTERISTICS

The unusual combination of attributes within

fine wine as an asset is what makes it such an

interesting solution to a wide range of financial

problems. It is not just an investment that will

give you something to talk about at your next

dinner party, but one that aligns with your

shrewd side. 

At the most basic level, fine wine is a tangible

asset and will always hold some form of value or

worth. The assets relative immunity to inflation

and currency devaluation can be utilised as a

store for capital in times of uncertainty, while

truly global demand ensures maintained value

and liquidity.
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WINES LACK OF CORRELATION TO CENTRAL FINANCIAL MARKETS

A core attribute of a “Passion Asset” is the lack

of correlation between its own changing value

and the fluctuations of central financial

markets. Over the last 10 years the disparity in

performance between the marketplaces has

remained pronounced, even against the broadest

measure of the market (Liv-ex 1000).

In addition to differences in overall performance,

the graph on the following page illustrates the

difference in volatility between the asset classes.

The FTSE has recorded extended peak to trough

of over a 20% spread. The Liv-ex 1000 has

remained stable, with a spread of under half

that of the FTSE.
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LIV-EX 1000 VS. FTSE PAST 10 YEARS

The red line illustrates the comparatively smooth performance of the LIV-EX 1000, whilst the blue

shows the vastly different volatility of the FTSE. It is an interesting summary as it demonstrates the

performance of the two markets in flat, buoyant and negative market environments, highlighting the

speed at which each market reacts to news and the volume of each reaction.

The absolute rarity of investment grade wines means that very drastic events are not met with high

liquidity. Owners are aware that selling stock may well mean they never have a chance to own it ever

again. That creates a more considered reaction, reducing the speed at which markets can turn. It

ensures investors have time to calculate moves carefully. 

This graph shows the performance of the LIV-EX 1000 in red, against the FTSE in blue from 2012 to

2022.

FTSE

LIV-EX 1000



Fine wine continues to show low levels of

volatility, even when core markets are under

extreme duress. Throughout 2020/21 the Liv-ex

100 index traded within a 12% range, while equity

and commodity markets saw widespread

volatility. This level of stability is typically

found in assets lacking in real potential for

creating Alpha, or an active return. This is

where fine wine differs with a remarkably

strong history of compound growth.

Fine wine sits at odds with traditional assets in a

number of fundamental ways. A core stability

and juxtaposition to central markets, while

combined with a propensity for growth

comparable to high levels of risk asset classes.

It is this unusual composition that makes it such

an appealing diversifying asset.

LIV-EX 1000 CORRELATION AND STABILITY VS GLOBAL MARKETS

The following graph shows wine trajectory to be even more contrasting to wider global financial

instruments. 

Against the S&P 500, NASDAQ and Gold, this level of correlation is what makes the asset particularly

useful in times of financial turmoil. With 1.00 being absolute correlation congruence, it is worth

noting that the Liv-ex 1000 showed less than 0.3 correlation across all measures—a staggeringly

low unilateral rating.
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SUPPLY & DEMAND
IMBALANCE
EXPLAINED

The Core

DRIVER

The supply and demand imbalance that

underpins fine wine investment is fantastically

idiosyncratic. It creates a distinctive price

momentum that is the foundation for

consistent performance amongst the very top

end. 

The overall supply of investment grade wine is

limited by a wide range of legislation, such as

Appellations d’Origine Controle (AOC) within

France. These strict classification systems place

limits on yields, as well as restrict growing

locations and winemaking methods, ensuring

that a region’s reputation and history is upheld.

Subsequently, volumes are finite—and that

before considering the role of mother nature in

each vintage, which can significantly impact

production totals.
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THE IMPACT VINTAGE VARIATION CAN HAVE ON TOTAL PRODUCTION VOLUMES

A great wine will evolve in the bottle for

decades, with this maturation steadily improving

quality. An awareness of the increasing quality

may see collectors unable to avoid the

temptation of opening a bottle. Consequently,

supply begins to narrow as demand grows.

Herein lies the final compounding element

within supply, the single use characteristic.

Unlike classic cars or fine art, once a bottle is

opened, the intrinsic investment value is gone. 

For example, a Domaine Romanee Conti, La

Tache, 1990 – as this ultra high quality case ages

and becomes more rare, the price is squeezed

ever higher. Items of absolute quality when

combined with scarcity become almost

unobtainable. As only 500 cases are ever created

and passed only to those with allocations, this

stock is as rare as hen’s teeth. Ultimately this

hands total control to the seller when it comes

to pricing causing the record shown below.
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PRICE HISTORY OF DOMAINE ROMANEE CONTI LA TACHE, 1990 OVER 25+ YEARS

Within this imbalance, we often see demand

accelerate as the wine moves towards the

optimum point within its drinking window at

which to open it. The desirability and value of

the bottle grows exponentially in tandem. This

has the effect of creating increasing price

momentum. This tail-end market demand is

enormously attractive and beneficial when

considering liquidation and exit from an

investment.

This general premise underpinning fine wine’s

increasing level of demand is demonstrated in 

the bid to offer ratio on Liv-ex consistently

achieving over 1. Noting that a ratio above 0.5

indicates an upward market trend and price

stability. At the very least, this expanding

demand will continue to ensure the underlying

value of the asset. More than likely, it will

continue to drive market growth and values

higher, benefitting those well-positioned

investors.

The graph below shows what buying the best in conjunction with patience can achieve. DRC is one of

the greatest wine producers in the world and as the world's wealthy have clamoured to try the best

of their history, price has acted accordingly.
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IMPORTANCE OF
DIVERSIF ICATION
IN WINE
INVESTMENT
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Regional

VARIANCE

It is important to recognise that fine wine is not

homogenous. In the same way that equities

vary vastly in terms of how their selection can

impact risk and timeline, wine is subtly

complex and successful curation will impact a

portfolio enormously. 

Within the asset there are sub categories that all

operate under slightly differing parameters. This

means that much like creating a stock portfolio,

there will always be a composition of wines to

match your investment horizons and your

appetite for risk.
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The diversity of selection available to an investor is what makes wine such a malleable tool.

Depending on the goals and time horizons stipulated, there will always be a composition of wines to

match the investor.

It should be commented upon that even within these subcategories wines can carry varying risk

profiles. The vectors discussed all need to be involved in the decision, whilst these broader

statements act as macro construction principles.

As a result of this versatility, portfolios can be constructed to reflect the aims of our investors. We

can incorporate your risk appetite and exit timelines to ensure the wines provide the investment

profile you desire.

AN EXAMPLE OF A DIVERSIFIED WINE PORTFOLIO FOR A BALANCED RISK INVESTOR
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BORDEAUX

The region of Bordeaux still occupies over 55%

of market share due to enormous production

volumes, compared to other regions. The

volumes traded are vast and this is a region

that should be used as a stable core for any

portfolio. Carefully selected vintages can offer

long term steady compound growth with great

liquidity at low risk. The En Primeur campaigns

can offer a nice entry point but it is important to

be selective and aware of the risk carried by a

non-physical purchase.

BURGUNDY

Burgundy has enjoyed a stratospheric climb in

value with price records surpassed on numerous

occasions in recent years. The market has

stabilised in recent months and is moving through a

period of consolidation. The meteoric price ascent

has come as a result of the tiny production

volumes and a consumer base that is simply

obsessive about Pinot Noir. With finite supplies as

low as 100 cases as a starting point, demand

always outstrips availability resulting in rapid

price escalation, with some single bottles regularly

fetching over £20,000.

Th t i fl ti l

CHAMPAGNE

Champagne is a steady and reliable region,

producing in the region of 300 million bottles a

year. Like Burgundy, fans of vintage

Champagne are sticklers for quality but will

pay for it handsomely. The producers of

Champagne have worked tirelessly in their

marketing efforts, intrinsically tying opulence

and celebration to their product, ensuring stable

global demand.

RHÔNE

The top wines of the Rhone tick many boxes: they

are produced by world class outfits, in boutique

volumes, can age for 50 years and receive

outstanding scores from the critics. All of these

combine to produce an array of wines that have a

cult following. As the market is not as liquid as

other regions, case selection is of paramount

importance.

USA

Napa may not have the centuries of heritage

that other wine growing regions can boast, but it

more than makes up for this with absolute

quality. Vast sums of investment pumped into a

region unburdened by legislation, combined

with near perfect growing conditions, have

allowed producers to take their wines to

incredible levels.

ITALY

The wines of Barolo and Tuscany have become

more prevalent within investment portfolios.

Investors recognise the relative value found here,

finding favour with the region’s consistent high

scores and greatly reduced list prices.



Portfolio

ANALYSIS  &  CREATION

A common misconception is that investing in

wine will automatically provide risk

diversification to your wider financial profile.

Many outfits provide ready-made portfolios

that fail to address a client’s investment goals

and ultimately leave them suffering from

opportunity cost. As we have discussed, within

wine there are different levels of risk and

timelines associated with types of wine. As a

result each wine needs to be ranked in relation

to risk and then the sum of these parts

considered to provide an idea of how a wine

investment will contribute to your overall

investment profile.

If outright risk diversification is the goal, then a

composition of wines can be created to simply

shelter capital from inflation and downside risk.

On the other end of the spectrum, if a client

wishes to use capital to chase Alpha, a

composition of wines can be created with almost

no regard for risk. This broad spectrum needs to

be accounted for and taken advantage of, with

the only way to do that being an analysis of

individual wines and an open conversation

about goals with a client.

in Wine Investment
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The sharpe ratio is a method developed to

assess the dynamic between risk and return. It

enables us to evaluate individual elements

within, or across entire, portfolios. To complete

the review, you must find the average return

earned in excess of the risk-free rate per unit of

total volatility. 

The greater the Sharpe Ratio, the better risk

adjusted performance that each reviewed

asset or portfolio has. A Sharpe Ratio of more

than 1 indicates an excess of returns for each unit

of risk undertaken.

When a truly risk averse wine portfolio is added

into an investment portfolio it can more than

double the overall Sharpe Ratio to over 0.8. This

is true for a wide range of portfolio compositions, 

including any arrangement of equities,

commodities, real estate, bonds or hedge funds.

If we were to add in crypto investments the

effect is even greater. The interesting thing is

that even with a highly aggressive wine portfolio

the impact on an overall Sharpe Ratio is still

positive. A nod to the overwhelmingly secure

fundamental characteristics of the asset class.

Even if fine wine as an asset class didn’t have the

potential to create Alpha, or an active return, the

ability to balance risk alone shows it has a role to

play within the modern-day investment portfolio.

A good investment manager should be able to

provide stability and returns.

SHARPE RATIO UTILISED FOR PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS AND CREATION

This chart illustrates the positive effect of wine on a portfolio's risk profile. The stabilising effect of the excellent

Sharpe Ratio is extremely handy when balancing a portfolio. 



THE
GLOBALISED
WINE MARKET,
L IQUIDITY &
BUYER TYPES

The

MARKET

The last two decades have seen the fine wine

market experience an evolution. Historically,

wine collection has been the reserve of old

world ‘gentleman’ and a select few in China and

the States. Today, investing in wine is a

borderless pursuit, with the market available to

anyone with a passion and an internet

connection. This increase in participation has

been elemental in the explosion of price and

demand in a market where supply is fixed and

finite.

This transition from a shuttered market full of

nepotistic relationships to a truly global and free

market place has happened rapidly. Stimulated

primarily by the global proliferation of high-

net-worth individuals looking to enjoy a classic

symbol of status, the wine market simply

needed to embrace evolution. The old world way

of trading needed to be brought into the 21st

century.
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THE RISE OF THE GLOBAL MILLIONAIRE

POPULATION

The market opportunity created around the globe

by this new wealth could not be ignored, and

while wine infrastructure has for years been

striving to catch up, we are pleased to say it now

meets standards set by similar investment

markets.
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THE EASTERN MARKET’S EXPANSION SINCE 2009

The radical transformation of the last decade is encapsulated best by the evolution of the Asian

market, particularly China. The level of education, engagement and desire surrounding the

consumption of the very top-tier of wines in China has rocketed. Now highly motivated and more

than financially capable, the value and volume flowing East now ranks China comfortably as

the largest consumer of fine wine in the world. In addition, the continued exacerbation of the

supply and demand imbalance, which underpins favourable price development, does not look

likely to wane. 



THE EXPANSION OF BRIC'S APPETITE FOR IMPORTED WINE

As more new hyperwealth is generated within these BRIC nations, the market looks set to march

on. The number of individuals looking to enjoy and own the old world trappings of success is, and

will continue to, rapidly increase. 

This is why it is so crucial to understand the lack of expansion available to those top estates

producing these wines. Their land is legally designated, there is no room to plant more vines.

This means that the supply is hard capped. So this continuing influx of money and demand is

only going to continue to exacerbate the dynamic. 

Price norms are only felt by the older market participants. Those new to the market only know

their entry prices. It is why prices keep breaking through price ceilings with ease. The price to

new wealth is simply the price.
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HISTORY OF THE
WINE INVESTMENT
MARKET

The

HISTORY

Compared to many of the world’s commodity

markets, fine wine is still in its relative infancy. A

marketplace that has had to play catch up to

those more established markets. The result is a

rapid expansion in infrastructure and financial

participation producing at times vast volatility

enabling incredible moments of both victory

and loss. 

Much like the Tulip phenomena during the Dutch

golden age of the 1600’s, where prices reached

extraordinarily high levels and then dramatically

collapsed, the lack of pricing data in the early

years of wine trading ensured that the fine wine

market saw frequent cycles of boom and bust.

Active trading of wine as a commodity as we

know it today has been identified to have begun

in earnest in the 1970’s, amidst a rise in global

wealth.

Trading in the 1970’s however continued to

exemplify the wild cyclical nature of a

burgeoning market. Between 1970 and 1972, Cru

Classe prices increased by 400%, before crashing

back to 1970 levels by 1974. In 1975 cases of

Mouton Rothschild 1970 fetched a modest £74

per case—5 years later that figure had jumped

to £990 per case.
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Since the tumultuous 70’s, prices have overall

plotted an upward trend. Assisted by the rising

tide of global wealth and ever-expanding

technology, fine wine’s role as a symbol of

success and celebration ensured its prices did the

same. 

However whilst the world’s market places were

expanding the wine market rather peculiarly

managed to avoid global expansion. Perhaps by

design of its core members, or by simple virtue

of its traditionally slow to change participants,

fine wine for the most part remained a European

pursuit.

Soon after the turn of the millennium this changed

greatly with the introduction of China and the U.S

to the marketplace. This considerably deepened

the buying pool creating a vibrant secondary

market. While speculation has undoubtedly

played some part in traders and collectors buying

strategies since the 1970’s, this market evolution

brought with it for the first time outright

speculation.

This expansion to a truly global market meant

this once simple collectible commodity would

now, for better or worse, become embroiled in

global economics.
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T I M E L I N E  B R E A K D O W N

2 0 0 8

2 0 0 8

2 0 1 4

September

November

July

2 0 1 1

2 0 1 6

2 0 1 2

2 0 1 9

May

June

July

November

Lehman brothers file for bankruptcy, signalling the start of the financial
crisis.

China announces economic stimulus programs.

The Bordeaux 2010 Vintage is offered for sale at record prices, testing
market strength.

China announces a crackdown on gift giving of luxury goods among
government officials.

The market hits its lowest point since before the China-led boom.

Sterling weakens following the Brexit vote and starts a 2 year bull market.

China-US trade war in conjunction with a fever pitch in HK riots sees wine
market begin long term retracement in price.

2 0 2 0
COVID crash point for global markets and for wine, what followed was 3
months of stagnation at price lows completing retracement from 2019
highs.

March

2 0 2 0
The wine market bottoms.

March



PIVOTAL
MOMENTS BOTH
GOOD AND BAD
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Pivotal

MOMENTS

There are three events that stand out when

considering the construction of the modern

market: the collapse of Lehman and the

ensuing financial crash of 2008; the huge fiscal

stimulus in China in 2009; then more recently

the EU referendum. These broad strokes have

become cornerstones of the market. While

COVID cannot be ignored as an event, it has

been a test of the asset class not a

constructing one.

At BiBO, we believe in radical transparency. Of

these three events, most wine investment

companies will opt to tell you about one; the

broad gains seen since the EU referendum.

Highlighting the troughs as well as peaks over

the last decade demonstrates the fine wine

market as a financial market like any other,

where expertise is required in navigating the

macro-economic factors that shape the market.

We could show you a graph rebased from 2016

that only goes up and to the right. In reality, we

believe this to be misleading. Instead we want

to give you the truth.



LIV-EX FINE WINE 50 INDEX - 2000 TO PRESENT

The success of the 2005 vintage stimulated the

Bordeaux centric market to begin a vast price

move. What followed was a three-year bull

market and a 170% increase of the fine wine 50

by the summer of 2008. Then as Lehman

collapsed, the fine wine market followed,

recording a sharp 62% decline.

Following this crash came Chinese fiscal

stimulus to the tune of 4 trillion Yuan. This

injection of investment rippled around the world

and kick-started a second major bull market.

Buying sentiment quickly grew to unsustainable

levels, as the Chinese interest in fine wine (a

common gift for officials) intensified. Since 2005

the market had now accelerated to see gains of

345% in 2011.

The bubble burst in the summer of 2011. The

2010 En Primeur campaign release prices were

set staggeringly high and the market strength

crumbled. A sharp correction moved prices

back dramatically.
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LIV-EX FINE WINE 50 INDEX - 2009 TO 2013

The withdrawal of Chinese interest exposed how inflated market prices had become. With the Eastern

market out of the picture for the moment, it took some time for traders to find fair value and reinstall

confidence. It was not until late 2012, some 18 months later when the market felt comfortable, that

value was found. 

It is worth commenting that this was the wine market's largest retracement to date. It remains so, yet the

max peak to trough range was 32%. This pales into insignificance compared with some of the largest

black swan events in central markets. Furthermore more, this occurred over 18 months giving market

participants ample time to react and proceed safely and decisively.
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LIV-EX FINE WINE 50 INDEX - POST BREXIT TO 2018

In June 2016, a vote to leave Europe was passed.

The overnight capitulation of Sterling brought

overseas individuals to the table and a market

frenzy began. With stock discounted by up to

15%, the market jumped in activity and

competition.

The subsequent 2 years saw fine wine enjoy a

period of consistent performance with prices

growing across the various regions and price

points.  This positive attitude was buoyed by a

string of incredibly good vintages across the

world. Some of the highlights this side of

millennia occurred in this window. 

However in late 2018 this bullish ascent came to

a halt in 2018 thanks to a combination of Trump,

China and a rioting in Hong Kong. 

This toxic geopolitical cocktail saw global wine

trade slow as shipping to HK stalled and

obstructive tariffs were imposed internally by the

U.S. 

What was to follow was a protracted

retracement in wine prices. A natural drawdown

in the wine market and, in our opinion, an

overdue one. 
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LIV-EX FINE WINE 50 INDEX - 2018 MARKET LOW TO PRESENT

A final flourish to this bearish move was the

impact of COVID. The crash in March 2020 had

the wonderful effect of forcing the wine market

to decide where true value was. It was a

crystallising moment that reset the market.

Here we found the true support point for price

based on real value and quality. If you had the

clarity to see this for what it was, this was one of

the best buying opportunities of the last 5 years. 

Following this market bottom we are in an

accumulation phase. With high inflation rates,

and global recovery or recession looming,

savvy investors are looking to batten down the

hatches with appropriate assets classes.

Fortunately, wine is one of them.
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THE WINE
INVESTMENT
MARKET TODAY

Market

TODAY

As we inch ever further away from a COVID

dominated market, it is important to not be

blinded by the event. The fine wine market was

in a state of retracement and had been for nearly

a year, with COVID a final flourish not the

protagonist. More so than ever it is crucial to

analyse opportunities closely and look beyond

simple mean reversion.

At BiBO we see the past 2 years worth of price

action within the fine wine market as a necessary

and natural market cycle. From mid 2016 until

late 2018 the wine market enjoyed an almost

uninterrupted period of steady, positive

performance. The inflating prices at the top end

had the effect of a rising tide rising all boats.

Certain tiers of wine in 2019 were clearly

beginning to appear  priced beyond their

objective value relative to quality. This

overinflation of values is an entirely normal

economic fact, and why mean reversion is such a

tried and tested theory for commodities.

Academic posturing aside, the ultimate fact is

that the market was very overextended. When in

this vulnerable position, all that is required to

begin the reversal is a negative event or catalyst.

In fine wine’s case, the primer was the brooding

trade war between China and the U.S, with the

Hong Kong Riots the starter’s pistol.
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LIV-EX INVESTABLES INDEX - COVID MARKET CONDITIONS

As mentioned, COVID’s arrival pressed prices to

their lowest possible ebb and concluded the

years long bearish move. In retrospect this final

market driver has provided incredible clarity for

wine pricing. The prices at which the market

bottoms must be the point of true value. Under

duress the market decided this was the price

they would buy at and this is the price at which

sellers would not go lower than. The result,

forced equilibrium.

The current state of the market is a very

healthy one. Stock that pre-2019 was valued

well beyond a reasonable value level has been 

returned to a more accurate pricing tier. While

stock that was of genuine quality, and therefore

became discounted throughout the event, has

returned to pre-COVID levels and is kicking

past to new highs. A classic market cycle

suggests that after a bottom comes a period of

accumulation. The smart money is in, having

bought at the lows, and now follows the rest of

the market. This positive weight accumulates

and sends the market into the next bullish

extension.

The subsequent roll over and sell off was not dramatic, as price moves in wine never are. However,

over the course of the following 8 months, prices inched steadily lower. COVID then was not the

protagonist of this negative move, but provided the anchor leg at the end of a torrid 18 months. It should

be noted though that through this major retracement, the wine markets investment index, Liv-ex

Investables lost 5.2%. This acid test of the wine market once again served to show off the asset classes

resilience and stability.
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UK TAX
IMPLICATIONS

UK

TAX

The tax treatment of wine held as an investment

is not straightforward. Whilst it is often believed

that wine is a tax free asset, this is not always the

case. We have asked an expert to offer her

opinion to identify the best practice necessary

to match your situation.

Wine is considered a “chattel” for Capital Gains

Tax (CGT) and thus within the scope of CGT,

however, there are two important exemptions

described on the following page which may

remove any gains from tax exemptions described

below.
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WASTING ASSETS

EXEMPTION

Gains on the disposal of chattels which are also

‘wasting assets’ are exempt from CGT. A wasting

asset has a predictable useful life of less than 50

years at acquisition. So, the first question is: does

the wine in question have a useful life of less

than 50 years at the time of acquisition, or not? In

the case of wine, this is interpreted as – will the

wine become undrinkable within 50 years of

acquisition?

HMRC acknowledge that cheap table wine which

(in their words) “may turn to vinegar within a

relatively short period, even in unopened bottles”

is a wasting asset and exempt from CGT.

Conversely, HMRC state that wines which have a

very long storage life, such as premium port and

other fortified wines, will not be wasting assets

and so will be subject to CGT. Whilst many wines

are undrinkable after 50 years, this may not be

the case for investment grade wines. However,

the age of the bottle when purchased will be

important. For example, a fine wine from a good

vintage bought ‘En Primeur’ should still be

drinkable after 50 years and CGT is due on any

gain arising to that original purchaser on sale.

However, if the same bottle was purchased as a

30 year-old wine it may not have a life 

 expectancy of another 50 years in the hands of

the new acquirer, so would be classed as a

wasting asset for that owner and there would be

no CGT on a future sale.

It is important to note that the predictable useful

life of the wine is assessed when the wine is

acquired and this determines the tax treatment,

even if this assessment later turns out to be

wrong. 

It could be the case that the wine is assessed as

not having a life of more than 50 years but later

proves to still be drinkable – the wine would still

be exempt from CGT.

In many cases it is not simple to ascertain

whether a fine wine will be drinkable after 50

years. Many fine wines remain drinkable despite

an alteration in the initial taste. In such

circumstances, HMRC will look to ascertain

whether the wine is likely to become undrinkable

or will have merely matured.

HMRC generally takes the view that the ‘wasting

asset exemption’ will not apply to fine wines

which are not unusually kept for substantial

periods.
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THE CHATTELS

EXEMPTION

Whether the bottles are ‘similar and

complementary’ – which would require the

wine in them to have been produced from the

same vineyard in the same vintage year; and

Whether the bottles are of greater worth

when sold collectively than when sold

individually.

Wine investments (whether wasting or not) will

still be fully exempt from CGT where the

disposal proceeds do not exceed £6,000.

If the disposal consideration exceeds £6,000, the

chargeable gain is tapered using a special

calculation. However, once the taxable

consideration for the disposal of wine exceeds

£15,000, there is no benefit from this exemption

and the disposal is fully subject to CGT.

If a number of bottles are sold as a “set” the

£6,000 limit is applied to the entire set and not to

individual bottles. It is important to note that the

obligation and onus of proof of eligibility for the

exemption are on the taxpayer and, where a

number of bottles of wine are sold to the same

person in one or more transactions, then the

question might arise as to whether the series of

bottles constitute a ‘set’. This is a question of fact

and would include factors such as:
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WINE DEALING AND INCOME TAX

If an individual decides to buy and sell wine

regularly this could become a ‘trade’ with profits

taxed at income tax rates which are generally

higher than CGT rates.

HMRC sets out nine ‘badges of trade’ that can

indicate whether an individual is trading,

however the distinction between trading and

investment is often a grey area.

Factors such as a number of similar profitable

transactions or active management of a client’s

cellar by a wine merchant could suggest that a

trade exists rather than a passive investment

activity. If wine is held as a trading asset, the CGT

exemptions described above are not available.

Tax law is subject to continual change, at times on a retroactive basis

and may result in incremental taxes, interest or penalties. Should the

facts provided to us be incorrect or incomplete or should the law or

its interpretation change, our advice may be inappropriate. We are

not responsible for updating our advice for changes in law or

interpretation after the date hereof.

INHERITANCE TAX

As investment wine is often a highly valuable

asset, the inheritance tax (IHT) implications of

any gifts in life and on death should also be

considered.

Wine is valued at current market value at the

date of the gift or death and is added to the

taxable estate for IHT purposes. The above CGT

exemptions do not apply for IHT purposes.

BiBO do not provide tax, legal or accounting advice. This material has

been prepared for informational purposes only, and is not intended to

provide, and should not be relied on for, tax, legal or accounting

advice. You should consult your own tax, legal and accounting

advisors before engaging in any transaction. Any tax advice herein is

based on the facts provided to us and on current tax law including

judicial and administrative interpretation.
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RISKS OF
INVESTING IN
WINE
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The

RISKS

At BiBO, we believe everybody should conduct

thorough due diligence of any company before

entering into any transaction. That includes us. 

We strongly advise that you confirm the

following by carrying out your own due

diligence, both on us as a company, and the

market generally.

The wine investment market is not regulated by

the FCA and as a result some of the practices

involved are simply sophisticated investment

scams.



FINDING A REPUTABLE INVESTMENT PARTNER IS VITAL

Investments should be viewed as mid to long-term (at least 3-5 years).

Any merchant or investment firm suggesting otherwise should be

avoided. There will of course be short-term trends that have high

yields but these are exceptions to the rule. They need to be assessed

individually, the risk understood, and ultimately matched

appropriately to the risk appetite of a client.

A firm should have a thorough understanding of both your investment

goals, horizons, and timelines before suggesting any fine wine as an

investment. Finally, should the above have been taken into

consideration, it is important to understand that the tail-end of your

investment is just as crucial to overall success as a correct entrance

into the market.

There are two components to consider, the liquidity of the market for

your investment picks and the assistance your investment partners are

willing to provide in exit. Firstly, market liquidity is not uniform and

needs to be a central consideration when constructing a portfolio.

In most cases, liquidity is easily judged and therefore matching a case

to investor risk should be common practice. Unfortunately, we find

that frequently this is not the case.

Secondly, due to excessive fees charged up front there is often little

to no alignment of incentives between the investor and investment

company at the point of exit and liquidation, with over- inflated

portfolio values making it difficult to exit at the price the portfolio is

valued at.

The fact that these are common occurrences is at the core of why we

decided to enter this market sector.
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ACCURACY IN VALUATIONS

Denigrators of fine wine investment and those that

wish to exploit the knowledge gap between

investor and investment company for their own

end often suggest that passion assets are hard to

accurately value. This may indeed be the case with

a one of a kind sports car or a painting by a grand

master.

However, thanks to our own valuation tool, Liv-ex

and winesearcher.com, the fine wine market has

enough data points to enable experienced

investors to accurately value fine wines.

COUNTERFEITING

Top producers recognise how poor imitations can

sully their brand reputation around the world.

Consequently, they have incorporated systems

such as proof tagging, black light signatures and

unique printing methods to ensure validity can be

confirmed on demand.

We at BiBO will never place any wine into a

portfolio that we feel has any doubt regarding

provenance. Any reputable investment partner

should hold the same position.

Th t i fl ti l

STOCK CONDITION

Unlike stocks and shares, fine wine is a tangible

asset. However, with it being professionally stored,

it can be difficult to verify that the wine you have is

the wine you paid for, in perfect condition.

At BiBO, we have a condition report immediately

available for all cases of wine. We also believe in

radical transparency, and so will take any client

that wishes to see their wine in situ to the

warehouse, so that any investor can hold the wine

that they have invested in.

FINANCIAL RISK

Any financial investment carries with it a certain

amount of risk and fine wine is no different. The

prices of your portfolio can go down as well as up.

Although market fluctuations are not as dramatic

as other financial instruments, peaks and troughs

can create the propensity for impatient and

improper management, incurring losses.

It is worth reiterating that in the last 20 years the

wine market has averaged a minimum

compound growth rate of 5.4% with an average

of over 12%. Over a decade, fine wine returned an

average of over 10%, and in fact has never

recorded a negative return through this time

period.

Finally, wine is a physical asset. While a stock can fall through the floor and

become worthless, a First Growth Bordeaux will always be desired by someone.
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Common Issues in 

WINE INVESTMENT

Fine wine investment should be treated with the same scrutiny and accountability as any other

investment vehicle. Wine is a fantastic product and with the right approach, financial performance can be

generated. We believe the following is a lazy industry exploiting a mismatch in understanding.



EXCESSIVE FEES

Some companies will charge a one-off entry fee as

high as 15%. They may also charge management

fees, generally for ongoing asset management.

However, a high level of management is simply

not required with wine investment.

Barring rare short-term opportunities, fine wine is a

buy and hold investment. The speed and

frequency of any form of “active trading” is a far

cry from traditional investment methods. Beyond

storage and insurance, justifications for such large

fees are unacceptable.

OVER-INFLATION OF PORTFOLIO VALUES

Many companies will generate the perception of

market beating returns by offering unrealistic

portfolio values. Many investment companies

utilise the social trust surrounding Liv-ex to quote

prices that are in reality not achievable.

Liv-ex offers invaluable data regarding liquidity,

market sentiment and price history. However,

there can also be managed misinterpretation

when it comes to using their data.

.
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Common

ISSUES

LACK OF ACTIONABLE EXIT STRATEGY

The overinflation of prices leads into our final core

issue, the lack of exit commitment. At present

wine investment companies are under no

obligation to help you exit the market. In fact, in

many cases, they have zero incentive to help you

exit as they have made their money through up-

front management fees. In the worst instances

the wines are overpriced, and not investment

grade, making exit almost impossible. This

creates an enormous distortion in terms of the

alignment of incentives.

.



ALIGNMENT OF
INCENTIVES

The
INCENTIVES

Understanding your goals and making them our

own is what we believe makes us unique. 

We are the only investment proposition who

will commit to your exit from the market.

Aligning our incentives with your own is

fundamental to your trust and confidence in us.

The only way to ensure that your best interests

are truly kept central to our management is if

they are intrinsically tied to our own. This way

there is no incentive for BiBO to mislead or

deceive you at any point throughout the process.

We remain the only company willing to commit

to your exit.

Wine investment should be incredibly simple.

Hard work and analysis takes place before a

purchase is made. Once identified, a perfect

condition case is bought at the best possible

price. It is stored until mature, and then sold for

max value. There is no complex management or

needless thrills, just an effective methodology

executed efficiently. Both broker and client

remain entirely aligned with joint goals and the

result is an effective transparent investment

relationship.
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TAILORING TO YOUR INVESTMENT GOALS

Perhaps the most important part of an

investment relationship is the understanding

between the client and their manager. With

wine we have an extremely malleable

investment tool capable of assisting with a

variety of investment goals. However this needs

to be communicated and your wishes made

fundamental from the outset. Many investment

companies have a ready-made game plan. At

BiBO we want to have a frank and open

discussion with our clients to make sure your

goals are theoretically attainable and we have

the strategy to match it.

CONTRACTUALLY COMMITTED TO YOUR EXIT

By doing this we are incentivised from the very

start to achieve the very best possible price for

your entry to the market. If we can get you into

the market beneath the lowest market price, we

will. Ultimately you are entitled to end your

investment with whomever you choose.

However should you choose to end your

investment with us, your capital appreciation is

ours too. We want to help ourselves by helping

you.
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The
INCENTIVES

Background 

Investment Purpose

Risk

Finance

Timeline

Goals

LACK OF ACTIONABLE EXIT STRATEGY

All prospective investors will undertake our

qualifying KYC (know your customer) process

with one of our investment team members

covering the following:

.

Once both parties are comfortable that we are

aligned and a plan has been constructed, the

fun can start. We know that a portfolio can be

constructed to meet various investment goals

but only with a thorough understanding of the

client. We also believe that the construction

should be something explained in clarity and

the client be involved and aware of. After all,

what is the point of a passion asset if you cannot

get excited discussing it and creating your

holdings. This process is about understanding

if not only the investment is right for you, but

the management style is too.



THE 

PROPOSIT ION

After completing our qualifying KYC process

with one of our investment team, we will curate

your individual wine investment profile. This

profile will be composed of our interpretation

of your core goals and tolerances relating to

risk, timeline, investment purpose and so on. It

will be used as a constant reference to guide

the subsequent buying strategy and

management to ensure we remain aligned.

The construction of your portfolio will then begin

in either a discretionary or advisory capacity

depending on your preference. Every single

wine that we suggest and subsequently

acquire will have been analysed thoroughly

within our proprietary methodology. 

You will be able to request an explanation of the

theory behind a proposed purchase at your

leisure. Equally, condition reports for each case

purchased can be provided on request. All wines

will have undergone our stringent condition

report process to ensure provenance and

condition, with only perfect wines sold for

investment.

Every single case will be purchased at or below

the lowest UK market price. The price paid for

each investment case will have zero

investment or management fees attached.

Consequently, investing with BiBO ensures that

your entry into the market is completed at the

very best possible point every time.

This is once again a crucial moment in your

investment journey where we ensure our

incentives remain aligned. Ultimately the more

money your investment makes, the more

money we make with you.

WE HAVE DESIGNED OUR WINE INVESTMENT PROPOSIT ION TO PROMOTE
TRANSPARENCY AND S IMPLICITY .  INVOLVING THE CLIENT AT EVERY STEP,  AND

ENSURING AN ALIGNMENT OF INCENTIVES .  

We have designed our wine investment proposition to
promote transparency and simplicity. Involving the client
at every step, and ensuring an alignment of incentives. 



BiBO.io
hello@BiBO.io

+44 (0) 204 579 5053

New to wine investment?
 

Start your journey today by emailing
us at hello@BiBO.io.

 
Already invested?

 
We can provide an honest

assessment of your current portfolio
- call us on +44 (0) 204 579 5053.

 
 

http://bibo.io/
http://bibo.io/
mailto:info@bibo.io

